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In an increasingly instrumented and inter-connected digital world, citizens generate vast
amounts of data, much of it being valuable and a significant part of it being personal. However,
controlling who can collect it, limiting what they can do with it, and determining how best to
protect it, remain deeply undecided issues [1].
CAP-A1 deploys a socio-technical solution based on collective awareness and informed
consent, whereby data collection and use by digital products are driven by the expectations
and needs of the consumers themselves, through a collaborative participatory process and
the configuration of collective privacy norms (see Fig.1). The proposed solution creates a new
innovation model that complements existing top-down approaches to data protection, which
mainly rely on technical or legal provisions.

Fig.1 An overview of CAP-A project’s approach
The ongoing project aims to deliver a global repository of consumer and developer generated
content about the privacy behaviour of mobile apps, along with tools that will help consumers
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understand the Terms of Service, Privacy Policies and other legal documents (ToS) and their
implications via crowdsourced approaches and visual cues.
The objective is to foster collective intelligence and co-creation of solutions, and to facilitate
the participation of all involved stakeholders through an open architecture, thereby allowing
novel uses of the privacy-related content. Ultimately, the CAP-A ecosystem will strengthen the
trust bond between service developers and users, encouraging innovation and empowering
the individuals to promote their privacy expectations as a quantifiable, community-generated
request.
Novel Approach
One of the novel concepts of the projects is the formulation of collective privacy norms, as
explicitly declared through privacy expectations. These are connected with measurable
features, offering a wealth of data for the different stakeholders (developers, social scientists,
policy makers) to conduct analyses and interpret the behaviour and mindset of users. This is
particularly relevant for industrial stakeholders, who will be able to better understand the
privacy needs of their (potential) customers and to turn them into a competitive advantage for
their products.
Thus at the heart of CAP-A is a Semantic Privacy Repository which contains the privacyrelated and ToS information regarding digital products. The repository combines the benefits
of semantic technologies with collaborative editing capabilities that enables the user to
express privacy preferences about each product or category of products, while at the same
time permitting developers to explain their policies and automatically access the underlying
data. Additionally, it offers a public place for experts to post findings about products. Thus the
Semantic Privacy Repository will collect information on concepts like:
❏ Privacy Policy Practice (PPP): a specific privacy-related process associated with the
app, such as “access to camera”, “minimisation of data collected” etc. Each PPP is
characterized by a set of attributes, which may be requests, expectations or evidences
❏ Privacy Policy (PP): a set of Privacy Policy Practices that a given application
implements.
❏ Request: a triple <PPP, request_attribute, value> issued by a developer, e.g.,
<access_to_camera, purpose, unspecified>, <access_to_camera, duration, session>.
Requests specify the privacy characteristics of an application, as specified by the
developer.
❏ Expectation: a triple <PPP, request_attribute, value> provided by an end user to
declare her preference towards an app behaviour she considers reasonable.
Expectations are identical in form to requests, but they are issued by users.
❏ Evidence: a triple <PPP, evidence_attribute, value> issued by a developer or an end
user, where the evidence_attribute can specify either a text segment found in the ToS
documents or a URL.

CAP-A end-users can access the CAP-A Portal and the CAP-A Mobile application (see Fig.2).

Fig.2 The CAP-A tools
The CAP-A Portal is a web-based application that enables anonymous users to see basic
information about the data collected in the Semantic Privacy Repository while at the same
time allowing registered users to participate in the CAP-A community, actively expressing their
PPPs about mobile applications (they use), annotating ToS documents or exploring the
collected data through a Dashboard. A rich user profile allows for the specification of
preferences. Users who are app developers can also use dedicated functionality on the portal
to “claim” the applications they developed and explain in more detail, through the Terms of
Service (ToS) Annotator, why certain data policies were chosen.
Each mobile application receives two scores:
● The community score, which is calculated based on how close the community’s
expectations are to what the app is requesting.
● The privacy friendliness score, which is based on how honest the app is with regards
to its privacy-related requests (e.g., if there are evidences that it is operating differently
than what is specified in the ToS documents), how clear the ToS documents are, how
frequently the ToS documents change etc.
Users of the portal can search or browse the list of Android mobile applications. Once the
details of an app are explored, the user gets more information about it, its CAP-A scores and
is invited to express her expectations about the PPPs of that app, i.e. for each device
permission requested by the app the user can indicate, using an opinion slider, if she finds
reasonable or not the request to grant access to that type of data. Moreover, experienced
users can also share interesting articles about the app, also rating their credibility.
CAP-A users can also choose to install a dedicated CAP-A native Android application. The
mobile CAP-A app allows users to easily get an overview of how privacy conscious the apps
installed on their phone is. It does this by conducting an “audit” of the user’s apps, and
providing as a result an overview of the each app installed and their CAP-A scores. Users can

then easily see which apps have been positively or negatively evaluated by the CAP-A
community and can themselves choose to express their expectations. For registered users
the CAP-A mobile apps is connected to the portal allowing favourites and installed apps to be
marked. Finally, the mobile app also serves the purpose of anonymous data collection,
informing the Privacy Repository about which apps are installed.
User engagement strategy
In CAP-A we combine an awareness campaign with a reward and engagement strategy, in
order to maximize user participation and contribution. Crowdsourcing can give a solution to
the direction of privacy awareness in several tasks, such as annotating Privacy Policy/Terms
of Service documents, identifying GDPR concepts among them, and evaluating the privacy
friendliness of apps and services. However, one of the most fundamental challenges in
crowdsourcing (in general) is how to recruit and evaluate users to take advantage of their
contribution. Therefore, there is a need to engage users through intrinsic (fun, autonomy,
reputation) or extrinsic motives (money, learning, forcedness, implicitness, task autonomy) [2].
For this reason, a well-defined reward mechanism is required to enable user engagement and
ensure the success of the total approach.
In our reward strategy, we combine both intrinsic and extrinsic types of rewards as introduced
in successful reward mechanisms or loyalty programs that are being used in the industry or in
several crowdsourcing rewarding papers ([3], [4], [5], [6]). Below we present our rewarding
mechanism’s conceptual model which is based on REWARD Ontology [7]:
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